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About This Game

MAIN STORY

Four friends are thrown into an uncertain world! They want to find their friend who was stolen from them but are met with
resistance and the politics of a large new world. Their decisions will shape the locals’ opinions and affect the world around them.

To save themselves and their friend what lengths will they go to? What can really be justified for the greater good? What
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decision will you make to guide this group of friends on this path? Old ways and new rules govern this world. A living world full
of thieves, beggar kings, and dangerous things.

A deep universe with multiple nations, the world of Mörja is the setting in which four friends, Jason, Sophie, Jerome, and Alex,
must find their way through an unknown world to save their friend Derek. Mörja is filled with kingdoms, empires, villains,
monsters and more. A New Fire's open world epic story-line and developed characters create a deeply engaging game that is

must own for any JRPG fans who desire an open world environment.

FEATURES WILL INCLUDE

*Unique dialogue for each quest, with a robust main story line! You will encounter quests with choices that will
directly affect the outcome. Unique character development and interpersonal relationships between the main
characters and locals in the world!

*A large land to explore with hidden mysteries and unique locals. Discover long-lost tribes and magical crypts.
Battle at the mountains or explore the city. Uncover lore that goes back thousands of years. Discover what has
been hidden away from society for generations or return an ancient relic to a family who has forgotten their
past.

*Unique character and creature art! All custom drawn by our art team. Over 250 creatures and even more
characters. Unique art styles that are created with passion and that have a connection with each character and
creature.

*Morality Quests, Bounty Quests, Mystery Quests, Class Quests, Title Quests, puzzles and more! Engaging,
thought-provoking dialogue against the backdrop of a fun and humorous narrative!

*A unique, customizable skill system with specialties for each class and the ability for combining scrolls to
create new spells! Over 100 skills, spells, and combat forms!

*5 Starting classes with 2 specializations per class! Will you choose to wield the voids power or channel the
spectral magic?
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*A crafting system that is straightforward yet fun! With the option of adding sockets and augments to weapons
and armor!

To our friends and players...

This game has been brought together by a dedicated small team working overtime to create a story and a world we believe you
will enjoy! Please stick with us through this process of growing this world with your input. We value your input and welcome

your opinions. Please send a message to our community manager.
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Title: The Ember Saga: A New Fire
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
FCG
Publisher:
Forthright Entertainment, LLC
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1104x624 or better Display

English
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The options menu is bugged. Once you choose it, you can't change anything and you can't exit the game. My knockoff Xbox
One controller didn't work with the game either. The game was fine for the $1 I paid for it but when I want to kick back, relax
and play a game in Big Picture mode as I did first with the game, it makes for a frustrating experience. If Steam doesn't start
vetting its games better so we can have a full console experience with no fuss and no bugs, the Xbox store will take over. I can
bet they'll make sure their games are a less frustrating experience for those wanting a more console-like experience.. I like how
the game was developed. Great puzzle game, however , way TOO HARD! Its unfortunate because this has some real potential.
Since I bought it for 99c I wasn't too upset, but I can't finish it. Sad..... A fun strategy game from about 18 years ago. Bbut this
version is all buggy. The Wonder videos stay on the screen, and lock you out of the game. I couldn't even get past building the
first Wonder. I recommend this game, sure. But maybe not this particular download. Not until they patch it at least.. It's a fun
game, a good 3D platformer, nice style and design, controls are responsive, level design is decent.. Awesomeee!!

Plz add new maps. Intresting game with a lot of potential.

It's a top down shooter that can be extremely difficult and in a way rewarding.
I guess you can compare it to a roguelike game as the game does have a permadeath system.
There is a fully functional quest line that you can follow and the locations are varied.
Sometimes you will run into a bug or a placeholder but when reported they get fixed quickly.
I highly recommend you download the demo , the demo has multiplayer working aswell.

Check it out if you like looting and shooting. This is an awesome upgrade to space cat! I even love the new items. The option to
change the bgm is pretty nice too!. I never thought I'd be a fan of this type of game but Trick and Treat proved me wrong.
So let's get straight into it. This is a CUTE Horror game. (Never thought I'd put those two together in a sentence).

Pros:
Cute story.
Cute characters.
Cute Horror aspect.
Cute in general.

Cons:
None that I can think of other than I didn't want it to end.

10\/10 Would give the red doll the wrong gift and be beheaded again!
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I was impressed by the historical balance of weaponry having included muskets. Back when smoothbore muskets were a thing it
was useful for eliminating a soldier, but it was not as accurate and could not be fired as quickly as arrows. this was well
represented and can be easily understood when ordering your troops into battle lines. This also makes it so you can appreciate
the time when it was used along side archers and melee infantry with it's niche usefulness on the field. That being said: when
you fight an army or even another organized force, if you don't use your battle lines you will fail. horribly. Use textbook old-
world tactics and you may be pleasantly surprised to find: they work well against zerging AI and "simple" formations the
enemies make. (expect losses to your troops)

The story isnt bad, it's different but has a good feel compared to the previous titles. but the game pretty much guides you to join
an army if you want to get anywhere. the market system is... not as easily exploited or lucrative as it was in the previous titles so
money is harder to come by. fortunately troops pay less by comparison so this is balanced enough.

My biggest complaint is perhaps less of a complaint and more of a failure to personally adapt to the fact that your army moves
much slower on the map compared to the previous titles when you have more troops. That and the bandit mobs are always very
small groups making them difficult to chase so you can rank up your troops experience. You pretty much have to join an army
and fight the war, but carefully. because you move slower, your troops will be weak, and scale up slowly. the previous titles were
much faster paced in terms of this so to me it feels like there is a slow crawl going.

There is ONE issue that is game-breaking: there is an odd quest bug that pops up with the 'main' story and it can happen...
"anytime?" because you can only ahve ONE save on any character, I highly recommend duplicating and renaming saves
whenever you make siginficant progress. This way you dont lose 100+ hours of "work and progress".. hehm mini game again, i
think this game use flash for development
fun but too generic for game plot,
but this is simple game
. Its almost as if half the studio wanted a Soccer Game, and the other half wanted an Open World GTA Clone, and they couldn't
decide, so just went with both, and completely \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed it up.

This isn't even in an Alpha state, and these guys want the game done and ported to consoles by Christmas 2016..
This is IMO a cash grab, and a terrible one at that. I can't give a pro\/con, because it is just too damn early.

Heres my first impressions. Stay away from this trash.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-JJnUwtGDgc. It's Heresy, sure. But damn does it look
bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Awesome game! Being a Zelda fanatic, this game really hits home for me while
introducing new and exciting ideas. Love the old school 2D artwork and original concept, would highly recommend this game
for anyone.. This game does what it proposes to do.

You're basically a boy and a girl that must save the world from the incoming nightmares in a RPG Maker style gameplay. The
game could be much more than it actually is. By that I don't mean the game is bad, what I mean is that it's too short. I hope that
in a future update, the creator can at least double the necessary time to finish the game with both endings and finding out
everything that's hidden.

If you like RPGs, you should try this game, but don't spect it to be lenghty one.. Fun to play and somewhat technically complex
for the Bass.
Don't know about guitar.
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